Laser threshold and cell damage mechanism for intravascular photoacoustic imaging.
Intravascular photoacoustic (IVPA) imaging is being developed to image atherosclerotic plaques, a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in the United States. However, the safety of this imaging modality, which requires repeated irradiation with short laser pulses, has not yet been investigated. This study has two objectives. First, determine in vitro the limit of cumulative fluence that can be applied to cells before death at IVPA relevant wavelengths. Second, evaluate if high single pulse fluences are a potential cause of cell death during IVPA imaging. Experiments were conducted using endothelial cells, macrophages, and smooth muscle cells. The cumulative fluence experiments were conducted at 1064 and 1197 nm, using a high pulse repetition frequency laser. Cells were irradiated with a wide range of cumulative fluences and evaluated for cell death. The thresholds for death were compared to the maximum expected clinical cumulative fluence. To evaluate the effect of single pulse fluences, cells were irradiated at 1064, 1210, and 1720 nm. Light was delivered at a range of pulse energies to emulate the fluences that cells would be exposed to during clinical IVPA imaging. At 1064 nm, all three cell types remained viable at cumulative fluences above the maximum expected clinical cumulative fluence, which is calculated based on common IVPA imaging protocols. At 1197 nm, cells were viable near or just below the maximum expected clinical cumulative fluence, with some cell type to cell type variation. All three cell types remained viable after irradiation with high single pulse fluences at all three wavelengths. The cumulative fluence experiments indicate that safety considerations are likely to put constraints on the amount of irradiation that can be used in IVPA imaging protocols. However, this study also indicates that it will be possible to use IVPA imaging safely, since cumulative fluences could be reduced by as much as two orders of magnitude below the maximum expected clinical cumulative fluence by varying the imaging protocol, albeit at the expense of image quality. The single pulse fluence experiments indicate that cell death from single pulse fluence is not likely during IVPA imaging. Thus, future studies should focus on heat accumulation as the likely mechanism of tissue damage. Lasers Surg. Med. © 2018 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.